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Complete each sentence with an appropriate word or phrase from the word

bank.

meteorology precipitation

humidity

anemometer

weather

weather forecast

Kelvin

barometertornado

thermometer

10)

The speed of the wind is measured by an instrument called an                                            .

8) A                                                  is a strong, dangerous wind.

9) The SI unit of temperature is                                                   . 

6) The study of the Earth’s atmosphere is called                                                 .

5) is the state of the atmosphere.

4)

The prediction of the weather using science and technology is called

weather forecast        .

3) Rain, sleet, snow, hail, and drizzle are examples of                                                   .

2) is the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere.

7) A                                                  is used to measure air pressure.

1) Temperature is measured by an instrument called                                                  . 
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Answer key

Complete each sentence with an appropriate word or phrase from the word

bank.

Name :

Weather
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meteorology precipitation

humidity

anemometer

weather

weather forecast

Kelvin

barometertornado

thermometer

10)

The speed of the wind is measured by an instrument called an                                            .anemometer

8) A                                                  is a strong, dangerous wind.tornado

9) The SI unit of temperature is                                                   . Kelvin

6) The study of the Earth’s atmosphere is called                                                 .meteorology

5) is the state of the atmosphere.Weather

4)

The prediction of the weather using science and technology is called

weather forecast        .

3) Rain, sleet, snow, hail, and drizzle are examples of                                                   .precipitation

2) is the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere.Humidity

7) A                                                  is used to measure air pressure.barometer

1) Temperature is measured by an instrument called                                                  . thermometer
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